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ABSTRACT

The "DYNAMIC WEB-BASED DATABASE" is developed specially for BENE and student FKEKK to contributed there afford. This Portal is the solution for problems faced by student, which are improper classification of data from user, non-standard format for display and exchange transaction data to another. Developing portal are based on the objectives of, to develop a database for the incoming data, to develop data analysis tool and to develop web application system for user requirements. As a result, portal is able to reduce drastically the time to produce the leakage information flow from student and admin the idea is to give direct information in consecutively. This contributes to be able to increase the performance and quality of portal, to increase the performance of data transfer, and to assure the security of the incoming data from the administrator. The development of "DYNAMIC WEB-BASED DATABASE" utilized PHP, MySQL and Apache Client-Server. To create a portal that will become to solve a problem and become reference for student multimedia or user.
ASTRAK

Projek ini adalah bertujuan untuk membina sebuah pengkalan data dinamik bagi pengguna student BENE dan FKEKK untuk menyampaikan maklumat terkini sebagai tempat pertukaran maklumat seperti forum contohnya. Fungsi sebenar aplikasi ini adalah untuk mempermudahkan pengguna membuat urusan dengan pentabiran dalam mencari maklumat serta penggunaan yang pelbagai bagi mnadapakan informasi yang disediakan. Berfungsi sebagai tempat penyimpanan maklumat oleh pengguna dalam tujuan pengaksesan data dan ‘Oracle’ kepada sistem pengkalan data “MYsql”. Sistem pengkalan data digunakan disesabkan faktor kemudahan pencarian maklumat (information retrieval) oleh pelajar. Kelebihan pengkalan data adalah ianya dapat mempermudahkan perjalanan segala informasi berjalan lebih lancar dengan konsep perkongsian maklumat secara berterusan.. Laman Web Dinamik Database ini menggunakan teknologi PHP, MYSQL dan Apache Client-Server, Harapan jangkaan keluaran dari hasil projek ini adalah mendapat respon keluaran yang baik untuk mencapai penggunaan yang maksimum dalam menyelesaikan masalah ke sifar.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.0 Project Overview

Typically, the word portal has come to mean something that big internet sites with lots of information use to provide an entrance or doorway to the Internet when this is not exactly true. A portal site has nothing to do with how much exchange you have or how well known your site is. A portal is simply a website that offers a doorway into a world of information “ABOUT” a specific thing. It doesn’t have to be about the internet. It can just as easily, (in fact more easily), be a doorway into a specific topic that you are interested in. This project signifies a term community how to exchange information people with common interests gather to share experiences, ask questions, or collaborate. As they are present in the same locality, members can meet easily to learn from each other by sharing their explicit knowledge and revealing information about their successes and failures. Also people who share a common interest, such as members of a profession, can join to form a wider community. Such communities have a deeper reservoir of knowledge, but they meet only occasionally at periodic events like conferences and seminars which serve as forums for exchanging knowledge and ideas.

It more about a system of integrated programs designed to make it easier for a user to find information. Typically these programs will include things like free e-mail, chats, forums, classified ads and most importantly a search engine. The
purpose of all these integrated programs is to provide convenience, and a sense of community to the user, and to help make the user feel more comfortable about using the portal for the purpose of beginning their journey from "there" as opposed to trying to go out all over the internet and find all the pieces of the puzzles for themselves. So in this sense the portal is offering a valuable time-saving service. So tribute from professional communities offer obvious advantages from impact some user to get interests in new scope. Members benefit from asking questions and sharing their explicit knowledge with one another. This knowledge sharing provides a more effective way of learning because it avoids duplicating the current or past efforts of other members. Similarly, e-BENE dynamic web-based database provide the advantage of connecting geographically disparate groups. These communities dynamic web-based use Web technology as a vehicle for disseminating knowledge and information more quickly and inexpensively as well as for global communication and collaboration. The project is developed for BENE students and contribute to who want activities student KUTKM, where student BENE can find information for related multimedia such as exhibition work of art, forum where students or another faculties students can discuss about subject or project, shout box, SMS from web and tutorial submitted by administration or by student themselves which will be filtered first by the admin.

1.1 Problem Statement

While there are many more reasons that a system of integrated programs, allowing you to offer a "portal" as opposed to a web site, are there for you to take advantage of. But in the real situation there are different between official and non official web example FKEKK (www.kutkm.edu.my/fkekk/default.htm) portal was a sample of community web and e-learning, and the portal is be used as a reference for students and lecturers to communicate and deliver information to students such as notes, assignments and so on. The portal also contains a
forum that used to discuss about educational and related topics. This portal try produce more accessibility then FKEKK but give more benefit rather than other WEB page, included the entire department FKEKK. The E-BENE community web dynamic web-based database is different from E-FKEKK portal because it is developed for FKEKK students and there as limitation characteristic. It is possess of a multimedia portal which consist of animated interfaces that combine with PHP and flash that could attract the student. The community portal also will provide a shout box to only a registered account. The live shout box will support emoticons which will be developed using PHP platform and it also shows online users and other users can be notify to it. Online users can have an avatar to represent their user name. The advantages of the portal is that students can show-off their art work in this e-multimedia community and can also using SMS after login to the portal. In technology of portal there still grow with many new thing concept and information with no bounder limitation site. So it make more acceptable site for easier input rather than other conceptacle web system.

1.2 Project Methodology

This project using way a Waterfall model easier to understand a follow and more smart time line then other method. The Waterfall Model which considered the process as progressing through a series of stages from requirement analysis through specification, design, coding, testing to documentation and maintenance. Each stage was completed before the next was started. The absence of any significant iteration between the different stages has had led to the abandonment of this model.
1.3 Project Objective

For the purpose of developing and completing this project, some objectives have been gathered and will be a guideline during the structuring of the project itself. The objectives include:

1.3.1 A platform for BENE students to communicate over internet using web based applications. For example BENE students can exchange or allowing them to share useful information and knowledge beyond national borders.

1.3.2 The admin will provide tutorials such as Photoshop, 3Ds Max, Flash, illustrator and Dreamweaver but some try make it more interesting by putting interactive feature from PSM project 2005. Users can also submit their own tutorials into the e-BENE community which will be filtered first by the admin.

1.3.3 To create a portal that will become to solve a problem and become reference for student multimedia or user.

1.4 Project Scope

Project management is the planning, scheduling, and controlling of project activities to achieve performance, ability and service objectives. Managing web projects is choosing to take control and complete them with the least un productive information transfer protocol. The E-BENE community will be developed for multimedia students and with a purpose of communication, involvement, activities and participation that related to multimedia over internet. Hope that the portal will help BENE students to be more creative and innovative throughout the activities, competition, tutorial and forums provide in the portal. The portal also will be provided with live shout box that will auto-refresh upon
certain period, instant messaging that required user to be online, forum for
discussion, tutorial submitted by administration and students, and periodically
event such as digital art competition and news. and this web use skill and
experience to achieve successful projects for user. Project scope management
is to processes all required to ensure that all the work information, data and
service will be successfully. It consists of initiation, scope planning, scope
definition, scope verification, and scope change control.

1.5 Project Significant

A project is a temporary endeavor undertaken to create a unique service.
Every project has a definite beginning and definite end. And each product or
service that is created is different in some distinguishing way from all similar
products or services. There are many different types of projects depending on
the scope of activities. Some examples:

1.5.1 Developing a new system or service,
1.5.2 Designing computer software, such as a materials management
(inventory) system, a claim processing system, or an accounting
system.

This project is to provide the solutions to the problems faced by E-
FKEKK portal currently. By aligning the goals which had been set for the
project to be achieved, it helps the user to solve their problems with the
appropriate ways that would not affect the user interest. It means the new
portal would helps to solve the problems, and at the same time the portal
would be protected in a more secure way. The new portal will be designed
with user friendly interface to be more friendly appearance and behaviors
with easy button and it make user or BENE students KUTKM can reach their
needed information at their finger tips. In this portal user can send his art
work to community for exhibitions. In E-BENE community have simple language to secure login script using PHP. User can sign up and there information info is automatically being saved in a database the portal have 2 level admin, member and guest.

This is the most important part of any portal. The search engine. I believe it to be the best available on the net. It has an adult filtering feature. It allows to adjust the relevancy the way you want and its steel upgrade by the time.

1.6 Conclusion and discussion

From abbreviation impact PSM, finding the formula to develop web database it depend to:

1.6.1 To Develop A Database For The Incoming Data

The incoming data from the head quarter can be stored automatically into the database. The database will be provided with the classification function, which can classify the incoming data automatically according to its categories. It is also provided with the security function for accessing the data by the authorize user.

1.6.2 To Develop Data Analysis Tool

In order to give an accurate result for report generating, a new tool will be adapted in this system as an additional function in replacing the current method. This new tool will have the feature of visual analysis input, where each of the data represents one type of analysis that is essential to the user.
1.6.3 To Develop Web Application System For User Requirement

The function of the web application system is to capture the incoming data, to process the data and to produce an analyzed data. The data can be in the format of report, datasheet, electronic form, graph or chart. Web application system also has the networking function, which allows users from other location to share the data through the network or the Internet. This project centers on PORTAL that is responsible to maintain BENE equipments, to monitor USER and to produce report for other department to use it for analysis for exchange data from other user. The focus of this project will be on processing data, classifying data and analyzing data in information transfer exchange to produce the final report.

This projects concentrates on the incoming data from the user BENE only. The two importance of this incoming data are the need to evaluate the performance and the quality of work of the state BENE, and to achieve the purpose of this project. The analysis will cover from the downloading of the incoming data until the end.
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

Web portals are the next evolution in Internet services (e.g., CompuServe, MSN, AOL) in that they provide a more robust one-point access to a variety of content and core services, and ideally offer a single sign-on point. They are designed to give users a managed online experience, and are particularly helpful to new Web users as a start and return point for venturing online. The content is dynamically managed through databases, application windows, and sometimes cookies. Portals often include calendars and to-do lists, discussion groups, announcements and reports, searches, email and address books, access to news, weather, maps, and shopping, as well as old-fashioned bookmarks.[4]

Web portals often organize information into channels, which are customizable page containers where specific information or an application appears. Channels make it easy to locate the information that interests users by categorizing content. But Web portals are more than just a page of hyperlinks, and they offer advantages over home pages because they are customizable and personalize able, and therefore capable of offering user-specific views. For example, a university could offer a Web portal and have customized, specific content available to the user based on roles, such as faculty, student, staff, administration, etc. Roles help the portal determine user privileges for reading, searching, updating, adding channels, and personalizing content. Then, the portal uses the information stored in the user roles to offer the user appropriate content and service choices. Individual users can create further, more specific content organization by selecting from the personalized material and services, thus making the portal work the way they do. [4]
Information to develop the project was obtained from internet and website of e-BENE community. Other essential for the project is obtained from websites related to e-BENE community project, design principles and development. Most of the researches are about e-BENE community portal design and applications. The research is concern about user acceptance and assessment to e-BENE community portal design. The research will extend the design principles to address evolving layout, color and interface that will provide a more friendly appearance and behavior. The layout to create balanced or dynamic layouts of the portal depending on the mood of the user. Balance gives a feeling of authority, solidity and permanence. Research and data collection has the same importance and in fact it can be seen as the most practical method in literature review to gather various type of information needed for the project. Elements for the portal and the project can be found from research are done. Practically, there are some theories that will be used inside the developing the web application process of the order to allow research findings to be implemented. This by the end will conclude in creating a portal that function perfectly and automatically compose a good research finding for future use. Below are some explanations on the terms and comparison with another portal that will be implemented on the e-BENE community project.[8]

2.2 Background Coding

There are explanations about Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), the web development language that will be used throughout the development of the portal itself. PHP is the web development language written by and for web developers. The product was originally named Personal Home Page Tools. PHP is a server side scripting language, which can be embedded in HTML or used as standalone binary. Proprietary products in this niche are Microsoft’s Active Server Pages, Macromedia’s Cold Fusion and Sun’s Java Server Pages. Some developer used to call PHP ‘the open source ASP’, because its functionality is similar to that Microsoft product and concept. PHP is an official module of apache HTTP Server, the free web server. This means that the PHP scripting engine can be built into the web server itself, leading to faster